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Introducing Disjoint and Independent
Events in PrilbOOlitv
Two central concepts in probability theory are those of 'independence
'mutually exclusive

events. In this artic

and

we provide for the instructor

suggest ons that ean be used t_ equip students with an intuitive, comprehensive
understanding

of these basic concepts.

Let us examine each of these concepts

in turn along with commoh student misunderstandings.
1.

Mutually7Exclusive vs Non Mutuall
06tcomes

out

the

are mutually-exclusive when the occurrence of one of them rules

possibility of the occurrence of the other events of concern.

outcomes,

These

for

outcomes

number

Exclusive Events

turns up

example

on the toss of a single die are 1

The

2, 3- 4, 5 or G.

are all mutually exclusive since when a die is tossed and a
all the other numbers cannot occur.

On the other hand, the

events "eating rocky mountain oysters for breakfast" and 'eating vegetable soup
for

breakfast"

are not mutually exclusive since it is possi_ble that one has

bo_th for breakfast, however improbable that might be.

The distinct on between contradion and contrariety should be introduced
at this point to students.

Two statements are con_tradictories when they cannot

both be true, and cannot both be false.

Two statements are contraries if they

can both be false and a third statement, different from both, can be true.
example,

raining

For

"It is raining outside this building at this moment" and "It is not
outside this building at this

oment" are contradictories.

However,

the statements 'All mathematicians are very intelligent' and I1L40 mathematicians
sre very intelligent' are contraries since although both cannot be true, it is
almost

certa nly the case that both are false.

intelligent and others are not.

Some mathematicians are very
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There

are

mutually exclusive events of NO types.

In the diE=e tossing

example already desc ibed we could divide theorrole space into two
"even"

and

"odd".

parts, say,

These events are mutually exclusive and contraeadictory.

Contradict- ies

are

a specific case of mutually exclusive events

contradictories

are

complementary events. Wice that by taking ti=he sample

space (a list of all the mutually

alusive

that is,

Worries) to be the oUtc,==omes 1

2,

3, 41 5 and 6 we have implicitly made an assurption about the operation
of d-tossing:
or

namely, that it is impossible for thecre to come to rest o on a point

an edge.

If the sample space were expahMMW include these pose-sibilities

then

the events "even" and "odd" are contraries.

thse

concepts to students ist of course, to enure that the student

clear

about

the

fact

that

The reason for ji1truducinq
is quite

a pair of mutually exclusive events arore not

necessarily_ complementary events.

The

die example presented about has somewhat of a contrived air

because

most of us would accept the proposition that the probabilit

coming
that

clear cut in nature.
cases

probability.
Another
often

(e.g.,

Amongst humans theyeare males, females,

and other

Klinefelter s syndrm) which occur with n-oonzero

Thus, the events 'males and 'female are in fact contraaries.
poinl

that should be considered inclass is the fact th.lsat very

in the real world it is not always clearwhether or not two eve ents are

mutually
concept

two,

of a die

to rest on a point or an edge is zero. However, things are noot always

b- derline

single

abou

exclusive.

The examples we present to students when teachi ing the

are, understandably, clearcut.
toss

three,

information
'Superman'

For exmple, if we obtain a

r_six on a

of a fair die, it rules out the pcmibility of obtaininEn a one,
four,
to

are

be

or five.
sur-

In the real worldwe often do not have

enough

Not all students areaware that "Clark KericIt" and

not mutually exclusive.

4

It would be useful to draw am,xamples
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fc

distinctin bet eemen contradictory, contrary, and between
exc iiv t.

and

nonloutuall

emexclus ve are not always clear.

The

ng to ensure ttat stiade.0.0nts don't think that there is always a
or

-2ar cut answer.

lrfendent vs Dependent Dents
s are independent when the occoLirrence (or nonoccurrence) of
one of the

leauents

c)ther

carries no information about thee occur ence (or nonoccurrence) of the
event.

tridependent

Mathematicallh

two

&'vents A and B are considered to be

if P(Afl B) 0 P(A)x P(B).

For example, if the probability that

Obadiah has escargot for breakfast tomor-row is 0.4 and the probability
that it

will rain

tomorrow is 0.3,

romrrow is
situation

(0.4)

x (0.3 )

becomes
events

(=uriponent

bit

a

must

then the pre obability that both. events will occur

Wheen we have more than t o events, the

0,12.

more complica-atedall possible combinations of

follow the

mu2atiplicat-_n rule.

That is, each

ormbination must also involve indeondevert events.

Students have several diffiu1tje wth the distinction between independent

and dependent
rnxitually

events.

Thefirst paremallels the problem that arises with

exclusive events, nanlel_y, deterrmining when events in the real world

av-e independent or dependent.

ttle

Once agaima3, we seldom help students to bridge

gap between the fuzzy disthctions amapparent in nature and the very rigid

d.stinctions made in mathematics, If we

toss a pair of dice, the outcome that

ocurs on one die obviously (fotmost of

us) does not influence what outcome

win

occir

paart cular

area

dependent
e>cammple0

on the other die.

h other m cases one often needs expertise in a

to make a reasoned judg,:ement whether particular events are

or not.

that

.

there

Many yearsof resemrch were required to demonstrate
is a dependent rela-ationship between smoking and lung

di sease (see also, Ayton & Wright, 1985).

5

for
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A

second

common

re ationship

misunderstanding

involves interpreting a dependent

between events as a causal relationship.

There are, of course,

situations where this is plausible, f_- example, having tuberculosis is both
causally
body.

and statistically

dependent on having tuberculosis bacilli in One's

However, there are many examples of dependent relat' nships between

events where no causal relationship is involved.
the

For example, in some locales

number of storks and the birthrate are known to be positively
& Wendt

(Hofstatter

1967).

Thus in such locoles the sighting of a stork and

the

occurrence of a birth are statistically dependent events.

are

obviously not causally dependent.

between

the meltrng

elated

However, they

There is also a dependent relationship

of tar and the occurrence _f sunstroke.

Again, these

events

are not causally dependent, but in this example, they are linked to a

common

causal

ground.

factor

which is the intensity of the sunshine reaching the

The use of examples such as these will help students to understand the

distinctions

between statist _al and causal dependence; distin- ions which we

all too often neglect to make in the classroom.
An

issue

physics
For

that

sometimes arises with students who have done reading in

or philosophy concerns whether events can ever really be independent.

example, some writers (e.g., Capra, 1975) take a holistic approach to the

universe in which the universe is considered to be a web of relationships
where
all

things

corunicate intimately with one another and all being is shared.

Statisticians

sometimes suggest similar things, adding to student confusion.

Hays

(19819

p

earth

that

is

across

293)1 for example, tells us that 'There is surely nothing on
completely independent of anything else'.

such a statement would be understandably confused.

A student coming
The student might

reason that if nothing is completely independent of anything else, then how
can

we

apply

Mability formulas that assume independence of events?

6

The answer
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is that application of such fo mules doesn't need to assume that the events are

completely independent of each other, only that any relationship is
negligible.
For

example,

attraction

every body in the universe has some interactive rravitational

with every other body, but the gravitational attraction between a

human being and a star light years away is so minute that it can be
considered
non-existent.

Underwoot (1957, p. 6) put it well:

The length of an astronomer
toenails isn't related to
phates of
the moon; the color of the secretary's hair isn't
related to
the height
to
which the.corn grows in an Iowa
field,
and a pygmy tribe in New Guinea has little
influence
on the alcoholic consumption of a truck drive in Brooklyn.'
Finally,

difficulties
and

B

with

the

very

wty

we

express ourselves in language may create

in understanding independence.

We use phrases such as "events A

a e independent if knowledge about whether A has occurred provides us
no

element

knowledge
of

students.

time

about whether B has occurred".
is

In a very subtle way an

hinted at in such a st-tement and it of en confuses

It is therefore important to emphasize to students that whatever

temporal relationship between two (or more) independent events,
the

occurrence

the

a knowledge of

(or nonoccurrence) of any of the events provides one with no

knowledge of the future or past outcomes of any of the other
events.
In

order

consider
is

understand

how this problem with t me can arise we will

the simple example of-a coin tossing exper ment in which a fair co n

tossed

list

to

sii times.

Associated with the experiment is a sample space, the

of all possible outcomes of that experiment

and a collection of events.

The

latter represent more general descriptions of outcomes of the
experiment

and

can

heads
that

usually occur in more than one way.

For example, the event 'three

come up in the six tosses of a coin' can occur in 20 ways.

Now suppose

you are blindfolded before the experiment is conducted and that you have

the opportunity to bet that the last two tosses of the coin will
come up heads.

B sic Concepts in Probability
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Quick
the

mental arithmetic tells you that this can happen one time in four.
coin

outc me
yobr

is tossed six times and, still blindfolded, you are told that the

was three heads out of six tosses and given an opportunity to revise

bet.

six

Now

You realize that there are only four ways in which the outcome of

tosses of a coin can result in a total of three heads with a head on each

of the last two tosses..

you've

been

Therefore

the relative chances of being a winner once

given some knowledge of the outcome of the experiment has been

reduced from one-in-four to one-in-five.

The events 'three heads iR six tosses

of a coin' a d 'the last two tosses in a sequence of six tosses are heads' are
not independent.

The

element of time in the above example relates not to the way in which

the experiment was conducted, but to the way in which we think.

We were given

some knowledge about the outcome of the experiment, namely that three heads had
occurred.

This in turn g_ves us some knowledge about the likelihood of other

events that may have occurred.

was

a

head

conducted.
dependent'

whether
'heads

We now think that it

less l_ikeiv that there

on each of the last two tosses than before the experiment was
This is essentially what we mean when we say that two events are
kno ledge

that one event has occurred conveys information about

or not the second event also occurred.
on

i

the

first toss

On the other, hand the events

and 'heads on the third toss' are independent

because when we re-evaluate the likelihood that second event occurred in light
of

the eccurrence of the first event, we see _hat we have no more knowledge

about the outcome of the second event.
The

element of time which we mentioned is associated with this process of

valuation

of probabilities after some informat on about the outcome of the

experiment is available.

These a posteriori, or conditional probabilities can

only be applied to decision making

such as whether to continue a bet or raise
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the

ante

in

experiment

a poker game, after some infor ation about the Outcome of

is

available.

repeating the experiment with a restricted sample space.
some

point

We feelthat Stosodents

inkling of what goes on, but that we don't usually explain
thense

concepts to them carefully enough.
happens

he

These probabilities are evaluated Oyonceptua_ily

fi

have

t

We suspect that they do feel Nt some2rthing

as time goes on but don't really understand its me0anim We shc:Duld

out

using simple examples such as coin tossi g or card gam, that

we

construct new probability models for the experiment as it progresea (or ar-ter
the

fact) which are conditional upon information which we have received
abr3sout

the

outcome

conditional
and

B

the

of

experiment

to that point.

With these ideaabout

probability in place it can then be shown that two eveats, s
e

are

independent if the a priori probability of A is equgto the

posteriori probability of A given B.

a

Mathematically, these ideasare expre

ssed

as follows:

P(A/B) = P(ArIB) / P(B)

This describes the relative chance that event A will
occur within mm
2) If A and B are independent then we will have
P(A/B)
usual

=

P(Ar1B)

P(B) = P(A) so that P(Ar7B) = P(A)

expression used to test for the independence of events.

followed by pointing out that
and

P(S ),

-f A,B are independent

ch is tine
Thacould t=De

then P(Af11312P(A)x F=D(B)

if A,B are mutually exclusive, then P(AnB)=P (4)=0. We think
oe such Evan

approach

is

much

approach which
sciences.

easier

for the student to understand than thestandard

is found in most text books, especially those in thesocial

The latter consists of stating the usual definition of idapenden

i.e. that A and B are independent if
P(Ar7B) = P(A) x P(B)
and

then presenting a few examples to illustrate the truth of the clegnit

9
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We

the student through our use of language-.

Ugu er.-

,

as discussed ab_ e

and the failure t o link the ideas of independenceand con xlitional
probability.
3. Co

iolletwitzeen Inde endent Events and taSliglExclegusive Events
not

only have difficulty with the notions oilF mutually exclusive

and inkWmt e=mventsf they very often confuse thotwo. 731-he confusion
between
indepandentod nitmutually exclusive events seems tobouniersal and robust.

comes

tip

whotheirr

we use the expression "mutuallyexclusesive" or "disjoint

event%",

Other

we apply set theoretical terms

diagram%

clot.

Sometimes the fallacy appears tobe eves?ri stronger when one

or n t,

and whether we draw

draws a Vemliagy-wam of disjoint events (figure 1),
Figure 1

Students o

nsay

"Well, these two events have nothing it7I common, nothing to

do with esOlother

they don't touch..

they are inderm)endent."

Often our

language inttAuceles this misconception in a very compe1lin gEg way.
We f equetly .-seenswer the question 'If A and B atemutully exclusive,

follOw
example,
of

that

imthey are not independent?" with the reply-si.p "well

anc=l then trot out the pathological

,

probability

2eEerb

pathological mseEsso
antithesi

prov de

w thout
the

further

matople

explanation,

0 th em. concept of independent events. Ntuall
an ornpi- e

of

in certain

vents is the exact

exclusive events

ar, extreme case of (negatW dep.mendence.

10

Fer

of a pair of events

14oweverf

concept of mutually excloive e

no.

does

A nice

It
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illustration
either

'bald

is provided by Hays (1981. pp. 43-44).

or have a °full head of hair°.

Suppose that all men are

These are mutually exclusive.

Let us say the probability of selecting a bald man from the
population is 0.60;
the

probability of selecting a hairy man would De 0.40.

If these two events

were independent, then the probability of selecting a man who is both bald with
a head full of hair would be equal to (0.60) x (0.40).
such a

oint event is, of course, zero.

probabilities

specific

are

never independent.

abberations

But the probability of

Mutually exclu-, ve events of non-zero

Ad hoc explanations tend to deal with

that may lead to further confusions and mo,eover avoid

dealing with the fundamental principles upon which the student's question
is
based.

By planning for instruction of these two fundamental concepts w_ can insure
that

the student-s understanding is built up systematically.

firmer

foundation

This provides a

upon which the student can acqui-e a grasp of probability

theory.

Ii
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